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The disabled readers: what are their weaknesses in languaae and

in the f g peadinroces? I .

While it is generally agreed upon fhat reada.ng disabilities are due

to multiple causation, theme is considerable disagreement as to

which factors are more relevant and which remedialiprocedures are

more promising.
A

There deem to be at least two reasons, for these discrepanies: the

concept of reading disabilities (or specific reading dis4bilitities,

or "Legasthenie") and the variety of approaches that try to assess

t em. The concept of specific reading disability is a purely formal

on and each researcher can more or less arbitrarily choose the

operational definitfoQ and the criteria concerning the degree of

reading retardation and the measure of intelligence. In'Germany this

issue becomes even more complicated by the fact that most of the

researchers use spelling tests, or (n some instances a combination

of reading and spelling tests, as^a diagnostic 'tool for "Legasthenie'

Thus every researcher is free to choose an operational definition

and select the criteria that will be used for the severity of the

reading/spelling/writing disability and for the level of IQ. In
this purely conventional concept of specific reading disability,

research encounters a vicious.circle. Working from an arbitrary

and unclear diagnostic construct, the researcher attempts to dis=

cover the partiCularities of that construct or, expressed different-

ly, an arbitrary diagnosis produces a necessarily arbitrary cluster

of research results that vary according to criteria- for reaing or

.spelling.disabili.ey, choice of diagnostic' instruments, and selecticn

of the investigative sample.

Most often the samples of poor readerg are very heterogeneous. with

regard,to the reading disabilities, a fact that is partly a conse-

quence of the tests used for diagnosis. The diagnosis of "Legasthe-
.

nde", at left. in Germany, is based *on standardized reading ande N
spelling tests that refer to the rel tive position of an 'individual



: compared with the norm grodp, but these tests do not provide
reliable knowledge of'the specific strengths and weaknesses in the
beading or spelling process since they. lack adegdateacriterion.

1 measures. Moreover, this diagnostic approach based on the normal.
'distribution will always. produce failures. What. we need are criterion
measures based on the. theory of tlie reading and the spelling process.

e Another reason for the discrepant results in research on reading
difficulties seems to be the variety of 'different Approaches trying
to assess reading and spelling difficulties..Sor of these approaches
will be discussed in terms of their implicit assumptions and'inherent
difficulties and their usefulness to diagnosis and remedial and
therapeutic teaching.

THE ETIOLOGICAL APPROACH

The etio ogial approach tries to identify p ical, environmental,
ja,nd tionaf factors which impede the re-a, and7or spelling pro-
tess. here seems to be at least three inh ffacuties of
this 'approach:

1. Lack of criteria for differential diagnoyas and the problem of
4

overlap. Rabinovitch (1962) , for exaMple, categorizes reading prob-
.lems into three major groupings: primiry reading retardation,

secondary reading retardation, and brain injAy with reading retar-
dation. But he admits very ,frankly that the criteria for differential
diagnosis are still uncertain and "Despite the neatness of all our
attempted theoretical formulations, I must confess that in practice
our grpup not infrequently arrives at,a diagnosis such as 'a seconder)
retardation wit s a touch of primary disability'".

,2..Uncertainty of the direct causal relationship. As the marvelous
interdisciplinary study of Robigson (1946) reveals, there was a lack
of agreement am9ng.her group of specialists as to which factor caused
the reading problem. There is no theoretical agreement whether these

. ,

factors are" caus,ative,contributorY, or merely coincidental to the
,

reading retardation. We also lack practical evidence for a direct
causal relationship. As Merritt (1971, p. 186) points out: "In the
case of every factor that is supposed to contribute to reading dis-
ability, we can find a 11.111d,who should be at risk who can read



perfectly well."

The research should look for the missing li.nk,,the mechanis:7,s in

which way these causative or contributory factors may affect certain

reading subskills, and we neqd a fruitful theory of the reading

process as a procondition for' this.

1" .3. Another prob'lem ofthis approach is the low and indirect thcra-

peutical value. Having diagnosed etiological factors as brain da;-,age

or poor. home conditions, the.teachezi is unable to remove or corfect

these factors:Furthermore, this approach does not give any direct

evidence for specific remedial instruction as we dog not know the

operating mechanisms and the points in the4readin4ocess where
4 \

kthese factors lead to a disturbance. As Merritt'(1971) puts. it: "If
.

a child's diffiCtlty with orientation does owe something to.a neuro-
logical defilt o score kind, we certainly cannot operate on his

brain. Whateyer ma\ have predisposed the child to experience diffi-

culty, the.nemedialproblem consists of developing the appropriate ,

I

learniig sets. This s where more attention is really needed'both

fOr practical and th oretical reasons."

THE COGNITIAOLDEFICIT PPROACH

t ,

The cognitive deficit 4nproach tries to isolate various types of

reading problems. Some &esearchers are looking for deficits of

reading disabled children in various cognitie functions, such as
visual and auditory discrimination, memory, and language. Again,

thereare many shortcomings of this attempt.

The assumptions_ about the process of reating'underlying the deficit

approac}k are inadequate. It-Is significant that in studies of this

type one scarcely ever finds a. definition.of the reading process',

that goes beyond banal paraphrases (reading is making sense out of
signs, or some such) , let (alone a discussion or ,proposal_of a theory

of reading'. Authors seem to be content to list the-skills that ,aie

used during.n2ding and writing. Behind these Studies lies the un

expreSsed assumption that rea!dirig is some sort of a product of a

variety 'of -cognitive function's (such as visual and auditory' dis-

crimination, language skills, memory and comprehension of symbols);

whose undisturbed functioning guarantees reading achievement and

4
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that Teething will be impaired if one of these f'unctions is defIci(nt.

That reading is a result of a sppcific learning.nd instructional-

process seems to be ignored in this model'. Consequently, specific

reading disability implies a specific causal attribution: the causes

are primarily attrilbuted to the child and his lack of capacities

and nyt so much to the instruction process itself.;
Most of theresearch. on "Legasthenie" is based on this function

or reading-readiness model. Groups of poor and normal readers are

omparedin these functions and low achievement of backward readers

is interpreted as a deficit that impedes normal' progres) in reading.

The f81.1...acy && this Conclusion is obvious: correlations are, inter-

preted as causal factors, although the designof the studies doen'
permit this.

Another ,fallacy of the deficit approach is the implicit assamotion

that the cognitive functibns are a unitary process operating rela-

tively independently of the stimulus materialcand the task so that

a transfer effect from ojie task to another will take place (see also

Scheerer-Neumann,1977a): The underlying assumption seems to be that

visual perception, for example, is,a unitary psychic entity that the
child possesses to certain degr4s and that Operates uniformly on

all visual. materials like picture's, geometric or abstract designs,

numbers, letters, and words. Or that auditory discriminatioih operate

uniformly on 'noise, musical notes, letter sounds, or words. Or

that there is one directional ability equally effective in discrimi-

pat "ing one's own body parts, body parts or other persons, objects
in two- and three-dimenSiOnal space or the sequence of.lettets in

;ord.

. -
As various investigations have ahown (Malmquist, 1958; Neisser, 1967)

the visual processes are not unitary, but highly specific, and must

be trained on different materials. A good discrimination ability

in the pictorial domain does not guarantee the discriminatiOn of

letters and words. To learn to discriminate letters, the child must

learn the specific distinctive features of the letters. Similtr

conclusions were reached about auditory discrimination ability by

Dykstra (4966). Dykstra used sevenindependent tests of auditory

61soriiination-with' over '600 'first. grade pupils and reported that

5



`'the int(-rcorrelations among these measures wore congist:ntly low,

`almost always beadow 0.40. The )mplication of those results is 1..Fiat

'auditory discriminatidn is-highly test specific.

Based on the assumption of the uniformity of the cognitive functionsx
'.the function model also serves as a tjbeOAtical basis for remedial
treatment. The deficient visual, auditofy, and motor functions are
trained by specific programs and the improvement of these functions,
go it is hoped, will'result in an improvement of reading (see for
instance the Frostig program;1,Frostig and Maslow, 1973). There is

neither theoretical nor empirical evidence for the validity of such
a.tranSfer. The numerous American .perimens with visual training
programs have not proven tPhemsOves helpful in increasing reading -

achievement (Valtin,.1972). Eggert, Schuck, and Wieland (1973) have
stated that motor and cognitive-verbal training (that is, training
in writing and func-tional exercises) resulted inery unspecific
effects: both treatm nt gxoups-showedamprovement t.r) both the trained
and the untrained areas. Thus, the assumption of a transfer of such

:training programs is highly questionable.

Moreover, when one looks atthe low correlations that have been ob-.

..
ta2ned between the functions that have been tested and th,e reading,
AeNievement scores, the impression arises that factors have been

...

measured that are rather irrelevant to the reading procegs. A furtheY
verification for this is that in longitudinal study (Valtin, 1972)

scarcely aril/ relationships worth mentioning were observed 'between'
/-reading and writing achievement in the first, secend, and third

school year and some variables measured -at the beginning of school

(visual:pe ception, directional confusion, articulation, auditory
1_ discrdmina ion, vocablary, school readiness, IQ)..Although the

correlations between these variables and reading achievement were
S

statistically significant, they w&e ,of no great ptactical'value;

for instance, individual predictionS of reading failure were not
possible.

.
,

Another objection ag,ainst this approach is th that
P .,,

the observed deficits of the poorreadeTsmight be an artifact of
the'research method used. If we compare representative samples of
gociid and poor readers, they will differ i.n'background variables

s

1
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such as intelngence'and socioeconomic status and, "constu.,ntly,

they will differ in'correlated psychological tests of v,isual,

auditory, memory, or language abilities. Thus the poor readers will

show many "cognitive deficits." But if we take into consideration

the IQ of the .poor readers and investigate only children with speci-

fic reading disabilities individuals whose readirig "progress is

unsatisfactory in terms of their potential then the deficits will

vary with the measure of potential ability we/use (Verbal 1,p, Perw

formance IQ, or Full Scale IQ).`

As Reed 19701 and Valtin (1978/79) haVe demonstr,pted, the IQ

measures used to define the reading disability. not .only influence

the pattern of the relationship between Verbal and Performance IQ
but also the r'es'ults in tests correlating with these IQ.5easures.

If grAps of poor and normal readers were matched on Perforfance IQ,
the poor readers showed'deficits especially in the language tests.

If the Verbal IQ wa's chosen for the matching, the differences tended

.to disappear. When the Full Scale IQ' was uses as the matching

variable, the poor TeAders showed better results in the visual tests

and poorier results in the language tests..Similar results were

obtained fr poor spellers.

In the laltin study the results varied even in those variables

such as poor vocabulary, field dependence, poor auditory discrimi-

nation ability, difficulties in coding and symbol learnihg, and

poor memory for digits which are freguently,qpoted as reliable

deficits of reading disabled children (for detailS of this study see

Valtin (1979) and Valtin/Jung/Scheerer-Neumann.(1981)).

In summary, we can state that the'acceptance of thq'etiological,

approach'and-the deficit approach has had two unfortunate Conse-

quences:

s
' 1. It has led researchers in a circle rOund about the reading process

(in areas suc as sociocultural milieu, dominance factors, early'

'childhood velopment, personality characteristics) while,we scarcer'

know anything'about specific deficits in the reading process itself.

2. Since the method of matched pairs waschosen for data collect4on,

the, results 'in respect to the recorded deficits are not reliable

and are possibly , rtifac'ts of the research 'design and the IQ measure
used to define sp cific reading disability.

410.



THE PROCESS-OR11-,N'AED AP,PkOACH

-/
A more fruitTb1 attempt to identify.variables in read,ing

ties-is the process-oriented approach. this attemt is an alturnativ
to the function model of reading. Researcers of this type try to.
,identify partial processesof reading in which children wrthkreading

problemS are defipient. They base their assumptions explicitly on a
theory of the reading process.

At the present state of knowledge it seems reasonable to describe

the reading process within a successive-stage information processing
framework (for details s. LaBerge/Samuels 1974/Massaro 1977, 1978).
Reading is a complex skill with different components which might
be used ifl various ways,-by the reader, according to the purpose of

reading, the difficulty of the reading task, the level of attainment

or individual strategies. The fluent readerlhas mastered not only,

the different components at an automatic level but also their inte-

gration (Guthrie, 1973, has shOwn'that the Correlations between sub-
..

skills were high for good btit low for poor readers).

Two important components are word identification (based on data
f.rom tie graphic level) and .generating a hypothesis (based on data
from, the conceptual level). Perfetti/Roth (1980) suggest that "the

ditwo_processes are at once interactive and asymmetrical. Top-down an
bottom-up data are hot used in strictly reciprocal ways. ... the

so called bottom-up processes can carry on reasonably well without

top-down processess)but not vice-versa." Some skills in word decodlpg
are a necessary prerequisite for c aerating a hypothesis.
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O

The question whether poor rears are slow decoders and/erToer

context users cannot be ans4erd clearly on the basis of the.presen.0

research studies. Some researchers (Perfetti 1977, Schcerer-Ne3-Inn
e-

1978, Valtin, Jung, Scheerer-Neumann 1981) suggest that reading
failure derive 1.4; large part from deficiencies in word decoding and
identification. If the word identification proceSs is too slow, the

attention of the reader'must be divided bet',Jeen the coding process

and the processing ofthe whole sentence. Because of the constra,ints
of, our short-term-memory a low rate of word identification reduces

the information which could be used.for generating a hypothesis.

Table 1 presents a model of word recognition outlined by the German
psychologist Scheerer-Neumann.

r
context

t

r
1

hypothesis

r 1
I visual analysis r
segmentation

J
1

1

9

I r "!phonological t

'coding

r y 1
isema tic

1

'encoding 1

L

Table 1: A model of reading a woLd0171a sentence context
(Scheerer-Neumann, 19787
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This model allows the identification of partial processes which

, are disturbed in poor reailers.(Acco/ding to this mo.dol three oi,cra-
.

tions take place er_ilintially during the- process,. of word iduntiL,

cation:.,

'1. 'The visual operation consisting of a distinctive'feature analysis

and a'segmentati.on of the linguistic IT4terial into manage,ble

chunks. , -6

2. The phonetic recoiling of chunks into a phonetic pattern.

)'3. The semantic decoding which, can take place parallel or pridr

to the phonetic coding.",
. -

4

As Scherer-Neumann (1977 ,p.1,36) points out, her reading model has

to be refined by investigating mastery of the partial processes unde

three aspects: accuracy, speed, and automaticity. Interfacilitation

among these processes is anothtr aspect worth studying. t

Visual operations: -For being able to' read, the child must know to

analyze the Characteristtc visual-features of letters:This is a

specific ability not related with visual perception of figurative

material as reprsented for instance in the Frostig rest (s. Valtin

4270, 19721; Oehrle 1975; Vellutino, 1977, 1979).
1

Scheerer-Neumann's studies show that poor readers have difficSlties

pith the .segmentation of words into economical units bk5ause they

either try to read words,as a whole or try to code'letter by letter.

\

-
In a tachistoscopic experiment'(1cheerer,-Neumann, 1973 ,) the per-
formance of good and poor readers in identifying eight-letter pseudo

words
.

words of'either fiirst- or fourth-order approximation to German were
. .

compared (a ej n a'r te and p u 1 m'e T a t).

Both groups showed better results with the more redundant pseudo-
1

words, but the difference betlieen these tweS experimental conditiois

was much greater, for the poor readers who could appar ntly not
.

profit from the better segmentation possibility of t e. fourth-order

pseudowords. Another study showed that the identification of pseudo-
, 1,

words by poor readers could be improved when the stimulus material -

was segthented into syllables.

Still another study (Scheerer-Neumann, 1978) throws an interesting

light on the reversal errors of poor readers, which within the



deficit approach are linked to a directional confusion.=Usihg leLter.

sequences ordered by chance, the poor readers were even Lvtter th,In

the good readers in teporting the left-right secialnee, but the good

_readers showed better results when letter secuences thatcauld be

segmented into chunk's 'were 'used. Thus, it is apparent that the poor

readers have internalized th e left -right scanning process, but fail

because of their uneconomical segmentation strategy. If the pl-runei'ici

coding process operates on syllables (pul-me,rat)the order of the !

letters= within'the syllable is already/fixed;,but if one recodes

single letters (p-u-l-m-er-a-t), 'it is far more difficult to keep,

the right order (Scheerer-Neuma'nn 1978).
r

P'2onological recodlng: During the secondary recognition process the

visual information is transfdrmedinto 'a higher-order code, speech,

lexical or meaning (Massaro 1977, 1978). We assume that at the be-
.

ginning reading stage recognition of written words is in the most

parts mediated through phonological recoding, inclUding.acoustic and

aiticultory(properties. Phonemic awareness and phonemic synthesis

skills.(blend&g) are relevant at this point for learning and

establishing spell_ing-to-sound correspondence rules, while there

sQemys to be.a reciprocal relationship between segmental analysis

skills and learning of phoneme grapheme- correspondences. The phono-

logical code can be generat-'edl'before and after the JexiCal ,access.

There is substantial evidence now that fluent readers can bypass

the phonological recoiling and directly extract meaning 10TOM pvint

at least at the wbrd'recognition level (for a review s. arron-

1978)..

seems advisable.to,differentiate between decoding of words

(identifying the semantic referents of words or word groups belong-

ing together) and lgnguage comprehension ( nalyzing the semantic /s

synfaqtic prloperties of language and combi ing concepts into a

meaningful unit). Phenological recoding s different releance for

word deccding and language comprehension. Whale this code can be

bypassed in ward recognition, some sort of speech code is indispen-
,

sable for the processing of information in the working -.or short.-

term memory (Barron 1978, Massaro 1978, Liberman/Liberman et al.

1980). n the short-term memory the verbally encoded information is

11
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stored for several seconds while sentences are pro.cc,- ed for

Some studies indicate that good and pobr readers do not differ in

short-term memory capacity per se- In a study by the present author

(Vajtin 1972) poor reaaers compared with good teac]ers with equal IQ

showed similar results in a digit span test and a memory test for

visual forms but inferior results with linguistic material. There

appear to be differences in,short-term.language encoding and' in the

use of efficient encoding strategies' such as verba'l label_ng and

rehearsal (Perfetti 1977, 411,prgesen 1978-79, VellutinO 1,977, Valt.''in,

1970). 4 t

Liberman/Liberman et al. 11980) have provided evidence that poor

readers do not rely on phonolo9ical-strategies as such as good

readers do since-in tasks of recall of letters and words good readers

were always penalized,more by phonological similarity of the stimulus

material. While these findings are not consistent with results of
1

.my ,own, they were supported by Frith (1078b) . In a study with German

pupils (Valin 1972) good and poor readers of similar IQ differed

,significantly.in their ability to recall auditorilly presented words,v.

but both groups had poorer results with phonetically similar (rhyming

words. Frith compared 2 groups of children with similar reading

ability but of dissimilar spelling levels and found that poor spel-.

lens relfed41to a lesser degree on a phonological representation.

They consistently, showed a weaker ability in converting letters to

sounds various reading tasks. Frith concluded: "-This weakness is

decidedly not a lack ofability, rather a lack of preference for, or

an avoiciancd,opf, this aspect of reading" (Frith 1 978b, p. 53) . '

To summarize, there seedt. to'be s_Os.tantial evidence that poor

readers (poor\Spellers) show aJack of facile use of verbal code:

While a lack of linguistic or phonemic awareness might contribute

to a poor phonological encoding in reading and writing it must be

investigated further' if the lesser reliance on a phonological

strategy is indeed related to poor phonemic segmentation skills or

to a more general inefficiency in verbal encoding strategies.' Phono-

logical segmentationfeems to be especially relevant for Spelling.

In various molide'ls of spelling the phonemic segmentation-process

plays a major role, at least in orthographies where the units that
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are coded'in written language dre mainly ponemos. Nasarowa (1955),
has demonstrated-mith Russian subjects that errors in soC111:fly tcnd
to Increase if the speech'mdtor processes are suppressed. ValtVn.

(.1972) reported that-poor spellers rbrforMed significan'tly pcporer. ,

an articulation test. Studies by FOth (1978) 'and. Valtin (in"
Valt -in, Jung, Scheerer-Numann 1981) he provitilod evidence for a
dissociation between reading' and ,spelling ability..and that poor
spelling ability can coexist with .good rehd.ing ability (though hot"'s

,

vice versa). Children both poor in. reading ana spelling showed more
phonetic misspellings _in theLyajt'cri study, thus indicating pobrer
phonemic segmentations skills, as compared with poor spellers of
normZ1 rea,paing ability. The reason for thisdr4sociation between
input (reading4and-outpu't processes. (spelling) and the role of
spell,ins-to-sound correspondence rules should be indve&kigated further
To summarize; di.fficultie's in word decoding and, in comprehendihgsen ces may -derive from

poor'segmentation of words, poor ghonolo-.
gica l decoding anotpotlir xerbal'engoding. This points to the'rele-.

vance of language factors in reading disabilities.

e.AlcIri comparing children with normal reading and spelling abilities and
,

,.....,

children who were bot."1-1. poor iii' 2eading and `spelling the-following
,..

..'

: .reiults;were obtained in various ekperimerAt (Valtin 1970, 1972,.. .

1973,
.4

1.814. PoPooh reaers/spellers showed the fallowing language
problems: ''

'`I /
;

lower verbal IQ

greater occurrence of lAnguage disorders
greate retardation in language development
more errors irt6arliculation

of.difficult.words
poor phopemic.segMentation

differences ir? the definition of words: poor-readers/spellers
used more descriptive and fInctional definitions while good
readers/spellers used mote abstract definitions in the sense of
categorizations. put-no differences were observed in the, cognitive
levels of categorizations in a test based on pictures. of objects
(Bruner).

13
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no ,diffprences in verbal output' (as Neasured nuiALL.,r of (1,;T.1-'.

nitions given in a vocabulary test, by the verbal explession

test of the ITPA and in the length-of utterances in an oral\

speediest). i the analysis of oral%spe'ecla no dif;drencos word
,

tound-iiipthe)6asid.struCtures'of grammatical form5, .as; length

of utterance, nuinber ofcauses or subordinated clauses, use of

conjunctions, type-token-ratio ,-,but, there was a tenaemcy'for

'good 'headers /spellers to,use more second order 'Subordinated',

claUses.
1

nb differences in an association test measureing paradigmatic

and syntagmatic responses.

klI,77intere'sting result of one stUdy (Valtin et.al. 1S81) was 'the fact

that poor readers/spellers showed poOr performance in a German

auditory diScrimination test (requiring compar,ison of two' spol,:en

words and judgment cdncerning likeness and differences) but nOrmal

results in the similarly construGte&Mepujan ,Thit with English words.

This result is rh eontradicf.ion to.the widespread assump4on that

specic reading disability is connected with Don- auditory dis-
`criMination

Similarly; Katz (1967) observed that EnOish-%peaking poolr,readers,

had greater difficultiesl.nhe auditory discrimination of .English
.

words than with Hebrew words. and supposed the familarity with fthe
../N

wordp .--.2nb the critical factbr. Anther explanation also seems-

plausible: that good readers, use. a different strategy when presented
, #

with words of their native
Ivie

might not,,srely:nly on

the audito ry -stimuli but figure out
.
written form of the orally.

44.
presehted.words, thus possessing mollecriti,dal'cues for the diffe-

: rentiation. Withthis strategy they have an'advantage over the poor

readers and spellers Whose knotiledge of the written forms of the

word oten is deficient: This hypothesis should'be further investi-

gated, however. ,According to this interpretation, tbeapparent dis-

crimination disability. of the poor. readers and spellers is not so

much a perceptual difficulty in discriminatihg speech sounds but a

coghitive confusion about the nature,of phonemes which do not have

the same acoustic quality in all linguistic cont (see Vellutino,

chaptr 1'6). Since phonemes are not always identical with the

el. 4



acoustical ur)its of a spoken word, thp phonemes that ale rel(2vant;

for a particylar alphabetic' writing system must be lea) llw,d by the

pupils and Cannot be identified only by hearing (auditory discrimi-

nation) or a goodpronunciatidn of the words. Ais learning process.

may not be fully accomplished by. the readin disabled. .,read

Let me cite anothmexampl.,/for my -hypo t °sit that poor readers/

spellers haye adequate phonetic discrimination abilities. The German

linguist Jung' (1977) carried out a tricky experimen show that

phonemic discrimination is influenced by the orthographic knowledge

of an individual! In the Germany language, long and short vowel sound

are represented by different orthographic rules. Jung constructed

pairs of settence6,, each which contained a verb with short and a

long vowel sound:

Die Schwalbe ist ern .Zugvogel, weil sie n?eh SUden-fliegt.

Der Schuster ist ein,Handwerker, der kaputte-Schuhe flickt.

, These sentences were videotaped and some ofthe verbs were inter-

changed, Children with poor and normal spelling abilities heard the

sentences an-mwere asked whether the verb contained a long or a

short vowel sound. Most of the good spellers clid not notice the

manipulation of the verbs and ga*ve the right answer in respect to

the orthogrkphic representation of the sound, while more of the poor

spellers noticed the manipulation. Obviously,' the poor spellers

relied on the acoustic signal while the good spellers referrejto

the written form cif the word. Thus the orthographic knowledge in-

fluenced their phonetic judgment.

To summarize, the findings reported here indicate that children with

poor reading and spelling abilities posses's adequate perceptual

discriminatioitabilities, but lack phonemic awareness, especially

the ability to segment words phonemically. a

I

In one of my, studies (Valtin 1972) poor readers/spellers showed

normal results in segmenting words into syllables, but had diffi-

culties in segmenting at a phonerrie level. This result is in agree -(

ment with other findings that the syllabic segmentation is easier

\mthan the phon ic'segipentation (Goldstein, 1976; I.Y. Liberman,

Shankweiler, Fischer'& Carter, 1974). This inability to segment

words intoiphonemes is an explanation for certain errors in spelling;
4.
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4A,
reading and spelling difficulties ingeneral are able to write
letters ,after dictation (Valtih, 1970), 'these phonetic errors ,in

spelling cannot be attributed to poor` sound-letter conversion Skills
alon% but they seem to indicate a failure in the accurate phonemic

_segmentation of the word.,' ,

5
'k 6

)/,

errors that are no phonemically accurateince chjldrenwith

.In the Berlin study "(Valtin,1978/79,.198),the spelling errors of
4'the'sample were classed'irito two broad categories: phonemic errors,

which-distorted the sound pattern,,,of :the ,word, and orthographic.

errors, which were phonemically accuratAtt violated specific

orthographic rules. In the factor analysis of all administered tests
six factors were extracted:

$

,Inability to segment words phonemically (with loadings in all
phonemic misspelling categories as- letter Omission, JeA
insertion,, vowel and consonant sub-stitution, and reversal and

4
translocations of letters)

F
2

Orthographic rule knowledge

F
3

With the only loadings in tjil% two.auditory discrimination tests
,

. ,
\ 4F

4 Verbal knowledge (with a loading ip,*Ilp. silent reaping test)
4:- J

F A numerical factor'

F
6

A visual spatial factor'

R

,,,,tor .
This factor analytic study has indicated that auditory discrimina70

, .
.:

tion is,, in 'fact, independent of phohamic segmentation ability.
Another finding. of this study suppoiks . this argument: children

with poor auditoty discrimination skills did'irot show more phonemic

errors in their spellings. This caste d

t

ubt on the widely accepted
.i, hypothesis in Germany that phonemic errors are an indicator of

diZfliciancies fn. auditory perception.

1e
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An experiment conducted by Bailey (1979) ,yielded results which also

questions the importance of auditory perceptual factors in reading.

The study invest.i7gated the effect of an auditory training program

with backward readers7 seVeh'to nine years of age, While the audi-.

tory skills .0at were _trained in-the program (auditory diScrimina-

tion, auditory analysis and synthesis) improved significantly,

there was no corresponding improvement in readieng (word recognition

and comprehension). Bailey "suggested that normal-readers acquire

the skills of enunciating phonetic sounds correctly and of phonemic

segmentation as they learn to read as an effect of the actual

teaching of reading.

In ,my opinion the lapguage problems of poor readers/spellers do not-"

refer, to an automatic level of language usage (and it so only in a

very few instances) but to a more abstract level: the ability to

consciously and internally oferate with language. This assumption

is an agreement 'with the hypothesis-of .several researchers who

suggest that reading problems may derive from a lack of linguistic

awareness (aech, 1965; Nattingley, 1972; Downtn.g, 1977; Gleitman/

Rozin, 1973; Golinkoff, 1978; Liberman/Shaneiler et al.,. 1974).

Linguistic awareness, may be ,defined as the expgicit knowledge of

the linguistic structure of .a language, in particular Of those

features which are represented by the orthography of a specific.

language. It is in part a function of the knowledge of the ortho-

graphy and dependent on specific instruction. All the linguistic

features which are represented in a given orthography must be aware

to 'the user of this orthography (sentences, words, morphemes or

phonemes. In German it s also ,necessary to be aware of different

types of subordinated clauses since they are marked by commas). The

phonemic awareness seems to be the most difficult. This is not only

demohstrated by the fact that alphabetic systems have been developed

rather late in the history of mankind but also by studies with pre-
,

school children indicating that the ability to segment sentences ihtc

words or words into syllables emerges much earlier than the ability

to segment words into phonemes (Liberman et al. 1974; Golinkoff 1978)

While words tir syllables can be
a

preSentedOn isolation without lobsin

their acoustic identity this is not posgrgle with phonemes: "Phonemes

t
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a

'are not represented in the, acoustic signal in discrete segments1_4ft

rather are mprged 'encoded' into larger units of :11:;prox11,atoly

syllabic size" (Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, Shankweilpr 1986).
Because the speech signal" is continuous and highly dependent not
only on contextual variations but also on individual pronunciation

fpatterns there are no,acioustid. criterion by which one can s.egment
. *the word into its phrinemic components. While speech, refers to the

phoAtic level written language. (at least in the German ort'nocjaph)
refers Mainly to the phonologicaltlevel. AcCording to German lihguis

'(Eichler /Bunting 1976) a German adult speaker produces in his speech
.

about 120 - 150 perceptually discriminable sppech sounds. But only
38 40 phonemes have the'function of indicating to a difference
in 4

rn meaning. The\ child must r oearn what class of speech sounds cores-
ponds to a specific phoneme. As Read (1975) has demonstrated America

Children use other categorizations of speech sounds than adults. A

d pronunciation or.a precise hearing will not leAd a child to
learn a phoneme. Many reading teachers employ these methods however

l .

and some learriing to read programs in Germany are based on this

principle. My argument is that learning a phoneme is not a per'ceptua

discrimination task but a cognitiile task: the ability to deal with

phonembs as abstractions and phonetically arbitrary classifications.

Poor readers seem to have remarkable difficulties with this task

A certain degree of syntactic awareness appears necessary for reading
comprehension. The conscious use of syntactic cues as sources of

contextual information may facilitate the identification of indi-

vidual'words (at.the word decoding level) and the synthesis of

linguistic information in order to construct the relationship

between different concepts in a sentence (at'the comprehensionlItevel)

As Russ'can studies indicate fluent readers use their grammatical

knowledgeto identify "key words" or relevant semantic units and to

combine them into a meaningful whole. Visual imagery, verbal encoding
or auditory images of these key words seem to support theseaanalytic-

synthetic processes (Ko'stjak 1969,,Sokolow 10169', Weigl 1974),

There seems to be substantial evidencethat poor readers experience
difficulties in consciously applying their grammatical knowledge .

(Angermaier .1974) and in using syntactic information efficiently
(for an overview s. Vellutino 1979, p. 282-289).

18



.,,e'Veral studios carried out or repwted by Ryan (1980) yildvd4
significant correlations Letween reading and (.2[1:,Lmaticality

tq.ons and sensitivity to sentence structures as well as poorer per-
tformence of lesss skilled, readers in t is of linguistic awarcnegs.

Correlational studies, however, do not a ow conclusionsregarding
:causal relationships. Experimental studies combined with longitu'di,nal

"investigations are needed to ctarify,the direction of causation.

Coming back to the reading model Outlined in table 1, up to now we
have only regarded the word identification process and suggested
that the major difficulty experienced by the poor readers is their
limited ability to'decode words. For reading passages (words in
larger contexts) other language and cognitive skills are involved,
In this respect a differentiation of skills suggested by Merritt
(197k) se6Als useful. He distinguishes between intermediate reading
skills, or the ability to profit from contextual cues, and higher
order comprehension skills. The intermediate skills, or "the ability
to anticipate or predict that certain letters, word classes, word
forms, meanings, or actual words are more or less lAely in a given
context" facilitate the recognition of unfamiliar words, under-
standing of word and sentence ieadingi and fluent reading (Merritt,
1975).

The present findings do not support the hypothe is of the psycho-
ling4istic-reading frame work that poor 1v3*younger readers are less
proficient in context use and that there exists a type of reading
disability dueto poor use of contextual information. Some recent
experiments (Scheerer-Neumann 1979, Schwantes et al. 1980, Perfetti/
Roth 1980 West/Stanovich 1978) haye shown that poortandior younger
readers show a greater reliance upon contextual information than
good and/oi older readers. While being sensitive tocontextu,al,cues

experienced reader's obviously have reached automatl,city in word-.
reco gnition to such a degree that they don't need to rely on contex-
tual information in ,order to facilitate the word identification pro-

cess. Thus, poor readers seem to."be able to benefit from contextual
info rmation when identifying a.wprd and their q,low rate of word

decoding may be compensated by context effects (Perfetti/Roth 1980).
Miscue analysis of reading errors (Thompson 19781 also yielded that,
poor .readers made errors at the level of graphic and phonemic
analysis rather than at a semantic' and/or syntactic;lev.el.

19
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' Perfetti/A6th (19$0) 'observed that poor r,cadcrs errors

in generating context cues in oral tasks. This difficulty may 'be

due to a lack.of active structuring,of concepts and schemJea or,
again, Point to difficulties ofPOoi readers in dealing with anguag
one an bstrct level.

Another skill involved at this 'intermediate level of reading is text

oraanization or the' ability to make, use of units larger than a word,

in reading. Golinkoff (197$), in a review of. studies on good and poo

comprehenders, cites eVidente for a lack of text organization of poo

comprehenders. Studies with the eye-yoice-span (EVS)4 show that the

EVS for good readers usually is 14 letter spaces (or about 2 words),
while the EVS for poor comprehenders is aboUt 9 letter spaces or a

little rrIbre than a word. Golinkdff concludes "the preceding studies

characterize the poor comprehender as concerned with-decoding each

word and failing to utilize the interword relationships that could'

speed up the decoding process and permit more efficient textsamp-
ling" (p.c.646).

A.further differentiation by Cromer (1970) of tl;le poor comprehendtrs

into deficA'and difference types seems most plausible. Due to 4
lack of some ability, for instance poor vocabulary skills, the

deficit type of poor comprehender displays poor comprehension abili-
ties.ties. Thelgifferente,type'of poor reader has not yet achieved the

right Strategy: he reads the text word-by-word and does riot organize

the text into meaningful units. The difficulty of the deficit type

seems to be-a generally- inadequate language comprehe.nsion

while the problem of the' difference type is one' of text 'organization.

This assumption is-confirmed by Cromer (19.A who demonstrated that
the difference type of poor comprehenders could improve), their compre-

hension ability when the 'presented text-was organized into ydeanipgful-
units.

We still latk data about the higher order comprehension skills

referring to the ability to deal with larger units of meaning whereb'

the material can be differently used according to the purpose of the
reader:

Literal comprehension (abilityto select ',relevant details, perception
of Mein ide,16s and understanding of'their structure)

20
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Inferential comprehension (ability to make infert2nces ',bout ,1.1,T1c.41
O

meaning)

Eyaluation and critical appraisal of the reading material (cf.A.e.,rxi.

1975)

It is obvious that tile comprehension skills are directly relatC-d to

the,differentiatipn and complexity of the'cohcepts,- the cogrotive
*44.

cganization, the, general level of cognitive devel i-:1.-1.3 the.

cognitive style of an .indiVidual.

since the generral topic of this conference-sessiOn is Mihirkim level

for fullparticipation I would liketo stress the point that the two

reading components mentioned' above (ward decoding and understanding
1

passages) are not sufficient far a full' competence Full parts

'cipation requires not only reading in the sense of pronouncing and

understanding words (and writing in the sense o5 spelling words), but

the,ability to deal with wjltten languagewhosedifference to oral

'language is often neglected.. Written language can be characterized

as syntactically more complex and compact7", explicit, more abstract,

4)n
and independent from s' national context while speech (and especially.

he'speeth of the begs ni g readers) 4s highly concrete, implicit ..

and bound to specific sitliations..A recent experiment ('laltin%Dovifat

i7homalla 1981) shows that young children have difficulties in judging

messages in oral communication.

The. study employed a clinical-interview method to examine children's
recognition and verbaliiable knowledge of rult'violations in Communi-
cation. Thirteen film scenes were developed, each containing a two
party communication where one participant shows inappropriate be-
haviour becAuse'of rule violation.'
In one film a girl (Katja) irs asked by her friend Michito retell
a tvFstory she had seen. Katja gives a report with many-pronouns and
demonstrative adjectives which do not clearly 'indicate tb what they
are referring. The report can't,be understood. liThe five year old
children did not understand.the situation anth4that Michi was unable
to grasp the incoherent report of Katja. Ipterestinglyr they all
said' that they themselves had Understood the report of Katja. These
results are in agfeement with findings by Piaget on verbal communi-
cation ,(1926).'In 'Piaget's experiment a child hadAtt.o retell a story
and i.oexplain a mechanical object to another child. The,younger
speakers (6 and 7 years old) used verbalizations whlch, were alike to,
Katja's report (undefined pronouns and demonstrative adjectives,
omissions of relevant parts) . Even under,these-circumstances the-01
same year.oid listeners in Pidet's study nearly always"felt quite
confident that they had understood what the Speaker said.. Piaget ex-
plains this'factiby the concept of dittortedassimilationl the
listener is unable because of his egocentrism to make a critical

126 Children, 5 to'8 years old, were interviewed individually after
having seen the film.
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evaluation of the messaye itself and asimilatcs.the str;:,,ents to

has own schemes, 'elaborates on them arid feels confi,i_nt thit he

has understood. Nearly 'all of our 5 year old chinren shoed thls
behaviour. The majority of crlp six year old children of Our study

said that they did not understand what Katja said, but they could

not say why. Most of them, however, thought that ichi understood
the report. Si, 6 year old v.r1 said:' "Katja made a fine report.

But 1 could not understand. I am so'forgetful." Jo, 8 year old boy,

after being asked if Katja had toles ,the story well cr badly, ans-

wered: "Well. That I cannot. say that she told the story Ladly',

I
that it was badly toJd." He himself,, however, had nat understood
the film: "Perhaps I am eoo young for that, perhaps it is only for

10- or 12 year olds ". Twelve children recognized that the story of

Katja was not well told b.ut two of them ., had difficul-

ties to explain why. Ke, 6 year old child, said: "Katja spoke so
unintelligibly ("undeutlich") she should speak as we dowe don't
speak unint'elligibIS7,." Asked to give an example of how "we speak",

stye told a film she had seen oneiday: "I saw a film where a man was

24and he Wa on a ship. And they (f) went away, and the woman (!) saw

the man, a she helped him, the mari, to lay this, the planks."

Ye.'s report itself is a nice example for context.:bound speech. ,.

While she recognized herself in the role of the listener - that

Katja's report was:not understandable, she was not able to take the

role of her listener and to judge that her report also was unintelli-

gible. Another boy, 7 years old, said: 'Yatja didn't speak clearly,

So Mich, didn't under§tand it." E asked if he himself had understood

the film and he said: "Yes, but I knew the film.",
In this study, mainly the 7 and 8 year olds could clearly designate
the comtunicative fault and give the explanation for it.

The results of this experiment clearly indicate that beginning

,Keaders still have difficulties in evaluating oral messages and

certainly will experience still more problems in dealing with logitten

language where - with regard to abstract contents formal operations

'in the sense of Piaget are required. The school should foster the "--1

.
ability to ceal'with abstract 'language and sl. elop formal problem-

4 solving skills. While this is a formal a ect, Rudolf Bahro in his

challenging book "Die Alternative" (1977)11 has "atlined specific goals

for full participation. He postulates "die Eroffnung des unbeschrLnk-

ten Zugangs zu einer Natur und Technik, Gesellschaft und Kdnste um-

fassenden Allgemeinbildung htichster Cuniversit.Nrer' Stufe fUr alle"

(325), so daB "die Menschen positiv in ciie 'Loge verset2t
1

sick die Quintessenz der Gesamtkulturleistung subjektiv zu eigen zu

machen" (Bahro, 1977, 302).

Pe
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